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 As we began to ease on and off post COVID19 restrictions in June, I was optimistic that favorable 
conditions would persist and that we could keep moving forward. Unfortunately, that’s not the case. 
Our neighboring communities, the County and the State continue to set records for number of cases, 
deaths, and positivity rates. These are the conditions that we closely monitor and why our precautionary 
measures must continue. 
 I know that many are staying informed, remaining cautious and following guidelines on your own 
accord. I applaud you. Others, who may be less informed are following our policies and procedures 
when leaders are present but are perhaps being less cautious when off duty or off of the installation.  
Looking back thru my notes, on 1 April I reported to you that there were 125 cases and 4 deaths in San 
Bernardino County. Today, there are nearly 32,000 cases and more than 400 deaths in the county.  
Clearly, current conditions dictate that we remain vigilant. 
 As you read this, the most recent and updated General Order is on social media and on our 
website. Most of our precautionary measures remain in effect. Additions include new masking 
requirements within gov’t buildings and vehicles; voluntary self-quarantine for non-military family 
members who have travelled outside the local area; and the delegation of disapproval authority for local 
leave/passes. Retractions to the previous General Order include: visitation inside private 
residence/quarters and in the barracks. I encourage all to read the Modified GO for the details and to 
contact their chain of command if there are questions.   
 On a positive note, the mitigation measures that we put into place to allow rotations to resume 
safely were successful.  While we did identify positive cases in the RTU upon their arrival, they were 
identified early and contained quickly and correctly.  The good news is that there was no intermingling 
of cases to/from Ft. Irwin and RTU personnel.  This is exactly what these measures were designed to do.  
These processes and procedures will continue during the next rotation.   
  It remains clear that it’s your continued vigilance and adherence to our policies and CDC 
guidelines that have kept our community safe.  Unfortunately, we cannot account for what’s going on 
around us.  Many are not following state and local safeguards and mandates in surrounding 
communities, putting everyone at risk.   
 I appreciate your support and patience. Conditions dictate additional precautionary measures and 
vigilance so that we can minimize risks and continue our mission.  Fort Irwin is the safest place you can 
be.  We have the facilities, processes and procedures in place to combat local positive cases and limit 
exposure.  Continue to remain positive!  Take care of yourselves and each other and together, we will 
get through this.      
   
Lead, Train, Win!  
 


